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Abstract
Seesaw mechanism has been a dominant paradigm in the discussion of neutrino masses. I discuss
how this idea can be tested via a baryon number violating process such as N − N¯ oscillation. Since
the expected seesaw scale is high and the N − N¯ amplitude goes like M−5R , one might think that
this process is not observable in realistic seesaw models for neutrino masses. In this talk I show
that in supersymmetric models, the above conclusion is circumvented leading to an enhanced and
observable rate for N − N¯ oscillation. I also discuss a new mechanism for baryogenesis in generic
models for neutron-anti-neutron oscillation and show how the requirement of adequate baryogenesis
can put an upper limit on the neutron-anti-neutron oscillation time.
∗ Invited plenary talk presented at the WHEPP9 symposium in Bhubaneswar, India in January, 2006.
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I. INTRODUCTION
There are various reasons to suspect that baryon number is not a good symmetry of
nature: (i) first is that nonperturbative effects of the standard model lead to ∆B 6= 0, while
keeping ∆(B−L) = 0 [1]; (ii) second has to do with an understanding of the origin of matter
in the universe requires ∆B 6= 0 interactions[2] and (iii) many theories beyond the standard
model lead to interactions that violate baryon number [3, 4].
If indeed such interactions are there, an important question is: can we observe them in
experiments ? Two interesting baryon nonconserving processes of experimental interest are:
(a) proton decay e.g. p → e+ + π0, ν¯ + K0 etc [4, 5] and (b) N ↔ N¯ oscillation [6, 7, 8].
These two classes of processes probe two different selection rules for baryon nonconservation:
∆(B−L) = 0 for proton decay and ∆(B−L) = 2 forN ↔ N¯ oscillation. They are signatures
of two totally different directions for unification beyond the standard model. For example,
observation of proton decay will point strongly towards a grand desert till about the scale
of 1016 GeV whereas N ↔ N¯ oscillation will require new physics at an intermediate scale
at or above the TeV scale but much below the GUT scale. Further experimental search for
both these processes can therefore provide key insight into the nature of unification beyond
the standard model with or without supersymmetry.
While proton decay goes very naturally with the idea of eventual grand unification of
forces and matter, recent discoveries of neutrino oscillations have made N ↔ N¯ oscillation
to be quite plausible theoretically if small neutrino masses are to be understood as a conse-
quence of the seesaw mechanism [9]. This can be seen as follows: seesaw mechanism implies
Majorana neutrinos implying the existence of ∆(B − L) = 2 interactions. In the domain of
baryons, it implies the existence of N ↔ N¯ oscillation as noted many years ago [8]. In fact
an explicit model for N ↔ N¯ oscillation was constructed in [8] by implementing the seesaw
mechanism within the framework of the Pati-Salam [3] SU(2)L × SU(2)R × SU(4)c model,
where quarks and leptons are unified. It was shown that this process is mediated by the
exchange of diquark Higgs bosons giving an amplitude (see Fig. 1) (GN↔N¯) which scales
like M−5qq . In the nonsupersymmetric version without fine tuning, one expects Mqq ∝ vBL
leading to GN↔N¯ ≃ v
−5
BL. So only if Mqq ∼ vBL ∼ 10 − 100 TeV, the τN↔N¯ is in the range
of 106 − 108 sec and is accessible to experiments. On the other hand, in generic seesaw
models for neutrinos, one expects vBL ∼ 10
11 − 1014 GeV depending on the range of the
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third generation Dirac mass for the neutrino of 1-100 GeV. An important question there-
fore is whether in realistic seesaw models, N ↔ N¯ oscillation is at all observable. Another
objection to the above nonsupersymmetric model for N ↔ N¯ that was raised in the 80’s
was that such interactions will erase any baryon asymmetry created at high scales. It is
therefore important to overcome this objection.
Several years ago, a high scale seesaw model with observable N − N¯ oscillation was
presented using R-parity violating interactions[10]. Such models in general lead to difficulties
in understanding the origin of matter and also do not have a naturally stable supersymmetric
dark matter.
In this talk, I first discuss a recent paper[11] where it is shown that in a class of supersym-
metric SU(2)L×SU(2)R×SU(4)c models (called SUSY G224), an interesting combination of
circumstances improves the vBL dependence of the G∆B=2 to v
−2
BLv
3
wk instead of v
−5
BL making
N ↔ N¯ oscillation observable. This does not require the existence of R-parity violation and
in fact in these models R-parity is naturally conserved giving rise to a stable dark matter.
I then discuss a new mechanism for post-sphaleron baryogenesis where an upper limit on
N − N¯ oscillation time is required to generate the desired baryon to photon ratio of the
Universe.
The basic ingredients of such a theory was presented in [12] where it was shown that
in the minimal supersymmetric SU(2)L × SU(2)R × SU(4)c model, there exist accidental
symmetries that imply that some of the Mqq’s which mediate N − N¯ oscillation are in the
TeV range even though vBL ≃ 10
11 − 1012 GeV. The present work[11] points out that there
exist a new class of Feynman diagrams which enhance the N ↔ N¯ oscillation amplitude in
generic supersymmetric models of this type making it observable. I then discuss the new
mechanism for baryogenesis in models where the baryon number violation is mediated by a
higher dimensional operator such as in the case of N − N¯ oscillation[13].
At present, the best lower bound on τN↔N¯ comes from ILL reactor experiment [15]
and is 108 sec. There are also comparable bounds from nucleon decay search experiments
[16]. There are proposals to improve the precision of this search by at least two orders of
magnitude [17]. We feel that the results of this paper[11, 13] should give new impetus to a
search for neutron-antineutron oscillation.
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II. SU(2)L × SU(2)R × SU(4)c MODEL WITH LIGHT DIQUARKS
The quarks and leptons in this model are unified and transform as ψ : (2, 1, 4) ⊕ ψc :
(1, 2, 4¯) representations of SU(2)L×SU(2)R×SU(4)c. For the Higgs sector, we choose, φ1 :
(2, 2, 1) and φ15 : (2, 2, 15) to give mass to the fermions. The ∆
c : (1, 3, 10)⊕∆¯c : (1, 3, 10)
to break the B − L symmetry. The diquarks mentioned above which lead to ∆(B − L) = 2
processes are contained in the ∆c : (1, 3, 10) multiplet. We also add a B−L neutral triplet
Ω : (1, 3, 1) which helps to reduce the number of light diquark states. The superpotential
of this model is given by:
W = WY + WH1 + WH2 + WH3 (1)
where
WH1 = λ1S(∆
c∆¯c −M2) + λC∆
c∆¯cΩ + µiTr (φiφi) (2)
WH2 = λA
(∆c∆¯c)2
MPℓ
+ λB
(∆c∆c)(∆¯c∆¯c)
MPℓ
(3)
WH3 = λD
Tr (φ1∆
c∆¯cφ15)
MPℓ
, (4)
(5)
WY = h1ψφ1ψ
c + h15ψφ15ψ
c + fψc∆cψc. (6)
Note that since we do not have parity symmetry in the model, the Yukawa couplings h1 and
h15 are not symmetric matrices. When λB = 0, this superpotential has an accidental global
symmetry much larger than the gauge group[12]; as a result, vacuum breaking of the B−L
symmetry leads to the existence of light diquark states that mediate n↔ n¯ oscillation and
enhance the amplitude. In fact it was shown that for 〈∆c〉 ∼ 〈∆¯c〉 6= 0 and 〈Ω〉 6= 0 and all
VEVs in the range of 1011 − 1012 GeV, the light states are those with quantum numbers:
∆ucuc . The symmetry argument behind is that [12] for λB = 0, the above superpotential is
invariant under U(10, c) × SU(2, c) symmetry which breaks down to U(9, c) × U(1) when
〈∆cνcνc〉 = vBL 6= 0. This results in 21 complex massless states; on the other hand these
vevs also breaks the gauge symmetry down from SU(2)R×SU(4)c to SU(3)c×U(1)Y . This
allows nine of the above states to pick up masses of order gvBL leaving 12 massless complex
states which are the six ∆cucuc plus six ∆¯
c
ucuc states. Once λB 6= 0 and is of order 10
−2−10−3,
they pick up mass (call Mucuc) of order of the elctroweak scale.
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III. N ↔ N¯ OSCILLATION- A NEW DIAGRAM
To discuss N ↔ N¯ oscillation, we introduce a new term in the superpotential of the
form[8]:
W∆B=2 =
1
M∗
ǫµ
′ν′λ′σ′ǫµνλσ∆cµµ′∆
c
νν′∆
c
λλ′∆
c
σσ′ , (7)
where the µ, ν etc stand for SU(4)c indices and we have suppressed the SU(2)R indices.
Apriori M∗ could be of order MPℓ; however the terms in Eq.(2) are different from those in
Eq. (4); so they could arise from different a high scale theory. The mass M∗ is therefore a
free parameter that we choose to be much less than the MPℓ. This term does not affect the
masses of the Higgs fields. When ∆cνcνc acquires a VEV, ∆B = 2 interaction are induced
from this superpotential, and N ↔ N¯ oscillation are generated by two diagrams given in
Fig. 1 and 2. The first diagram (Fig. 1) in which only diquark Higgs fields are involved
was already discussed in [8] and goes like GN↔N¯ ≃
f3
11
vBLM∆
M2
ucuc
M4
dcdc
M∗
, Taking Mucuc ∼ 350 GeV,
Mdcdc ∼ λ
′vBL and M∆ ∼ vBL as in the argument [12], we see that this diagram scales like
v−3BLv
−2
wk .
In ref.[11] a new diagram (Fig. 2) was pointed out which owes its origin to supersymmetry.
We get for its contribution to G∆B=2:
GN↔N¯ ≃
g23
16π2
f 311vBL
M2ucucM
2
dcdcMSUSYM∗
. (8)
Using the same arguments as above, we find that this diagram scales like v−2BLv
−3
wk which is
therefore a significant enhancement over diagram in Fig.1.
In order to estimate the rate for N ↔ N¯ oscillation, we need not only the different mass
values for which we now have an order of magnitude, we also need the Yukawa coupling
f11. Now f11 is a small number since its value is associated with the lightest right-handed
neutrino mass. However, in the calculation we need its value in the basis where quark
masses are diagonal. We note that the N − N¯ diagrams involve only the right-handed
quarks, the rotation matrix need not be the CKM matrix. The right-handed rotations need
to be large e.g. in order to involve f33 (which is O(1)), we need (V
(u,d)
R )31 to be large, where
V
(u,d)†
L Yu,dV
(u,d)
R = Y
diag.
u,d . The left-handed rotation matrices V
(u,d)
L contribute to the CKM
matrix, but right-handed rotation matrices V
(u,d)
R are unphysical in the standard model. In
this model, however, we get to see its contribution since we have a left-right gauge symmetry.
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FIG. 1: The Feynman diagram responsible for N − N¯ oscillation as discussed in Ref. 8.
Let us now estimate the time of oscillation. When we start with a f -diagonal basis (call
the diagonal matrix fˆ), the Majorana coupling f11 in the diagonal basis of up- and down-
type quark matrices can be written as (V TR fˆVR)11 ∼ (V
R
31)
2fˆ33. Now fˆ33 is O(1) and V
R
31 can
be ∼ 0.6, so f11 is about 0.4 in the diagonal basis of the quark matrices. We use MSUSY,
Mucuc ∼ 350 GeV and vBL ∼ 10
12 GeV. The mass of ∆˜dcdc i.e. Mdcdc is 10
9 GeV which is
obtained from the VEV of Ω : (1, 3, 1). We choose M∗ ∼ 10
13 GeV. Putting all the above
the numbers together, we get
GN↔N¯ ≃ 1 · 10
−30 GeV−5. (9)
Along with the hadronic matrix element [18], the N − N¯ oscillation time is found to be
about 2.5 × 1010 sec which is within the reach of possible next generation measurements.
If we chose, M∗ ≃ MPℓ, we will get for τN−N¯ ∼ 10
15 sec. unless we choose the Mdddc to
be lower (say 107 GeV). This is a considerable enhancement over the nonsupersymmetric
model of [8] with seesaw scale of 1012 GeV.
We also note that as noted in [8] the model is invariant under the hidden discrete symme-
try under which a field X → eiπBXX , where BX is the baryon number of the field X . As a
6
FIG. 2: The new Feynman diagram for N − N¯ oscillation.
result, proton is absolutely stable in the model. Furthermore, since R-parity is an automatic
symmetry of MSSM, this model has a naturally stable dark matter.
IV. BARYOGENESIS AND N − N¯ OSCILLATION
In the early 1980’s when the idea of neutron-anti-neutron oscillation was first proposed
in the context of unified gauge theories, it was thought that the high dimensionality of the
∆B 6= 0 operator would pose major difficulty in understanding the origin of matter. The
main reason for this is that the higher dimensional operators remain in thermal equilibrium
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until late in the evolution of the universe since the thermal decoupling temperature T∗ for
such interactions goes roughly like vBL
(
vBL
MP
)1/9
which is in the range of temperatures where
B+L violating sphaleron transitions are full thermal equilibrium. They will therefore erase
any baryon asymmetry generated in the very early moments of the universe (say close to the
GUT time of 10−30 sec. or so) in prevalent baryogenesis models. In models with observable
N − N¯ oscillation therefore, one has to search for new mechanisms for generating baryons
below the weak scale. In this section, we discuss such a possibility[13] discussed in a recent
unpublished work with K. S. Babu and S. Nasri.
As an illustration of the way the new mechanism operates, let us assume that there is a
scalar field that couples to the ∆B = 2 operator i.e. LI = Su
cdcdcucdcdc/M6, where the
scalar boson has mass of order of the weak scale and B = 2. This leads to baryon number
violation if < S > 6= 0 and observable N − N¯ transition if M is in the few hundred to 1000
GeV range. The direct decay of S in these models can lead to an adequate mechanism for
baryogenesis.
To discuss how this comes about, let us first note that the high dimension of LI allows
the scalar ∆B 6= 0 decay to go out of equilibrium at weak scale temperatures. This clearly
satisfies the out of equilibrium condition given by Sakharov conditions for origin of matter[2].
This is the reason we require a higher dimensional operator. For direct proton decay oper-
ators such as QQQL, the decoupling temperature is much higher and our mechanism will
not apply.
To outline the rest of the details of this mechanism[13], we consider an effective sub-TeV
scale model that gives rise to the higher dimensional operator for N ↔ N¯ oscillation. It
consists of the following color sextet, SU(2)L singlet scalar bosons (X, Y, Z) with hyper-
charge −4
3
,+8
3
,+2
3
respectively that couple to quarks. These states could emerge from the
supersymmetric model described in the previous section if < Ω >= 0. We add to it a scalar
field with mass in the 100 GeV range. One can now write down the following standard
model invariant interaction Lagrangian:
LI = hijXd
c
id
c
j + fijY u
c
iu
c
j + (10)
gijZ(u
c
id
c
j + u
c
jd
c
j) + λ1SX
2Y + λ2SXZ
2
The scalar field S is assumed to have B = 2. To see the constraints on the parameters of
the theory, we note that the present limits on τN−N¯ ≥ 10
8 sec. implies that the strength
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GN−N¯ of the the ∆B = 2 transition is ≤ 10
−28 GeV−5. From Fig. 3, we conclude that
GN−N¯ ≃
λ1M1h
2
11f11
M2YM
4
X
+
λ2M1h11g
2
11
M2XM
2
Z
≤ 10−28GeV −5. (11)
For λ1,2 ∼ h ∼ f ∼ g ∼ 10
−3, we have M1 ∼ MX,Y,Z ≃ 1 TeV. In our discussion, we will stay
close to this range of parameters and see how one can understand the baryon asymmetry of
the universe. The singlet field will play a key role in the generation of baryon asymmetry.
We assume that < S >∼ MX but MSr ∼ 100 GeV, where Sr is the real part of the S field
after its vev is subtracted. It can then decay into final states with B = ±2.
On the way to calculating the baryon asymmetry, let us first discuss the out of equilibrium
condition. As the temperature of the universe falls below the masses of the X, Y, Z particles,
the annihilation processes XX¯ → dcd¯c (and analogous processes for Y and Z) remain in
equilibrium. As a result, the number density ofX, Y, Z particles gets depleted and only the S
particle survives along with the usual standard model particles. One of the primary generic
decay modes of S is S → ucdcdcucdcdc. There could be other decay modes which depend on
the details of the model. Those can be made negligible by choice of parameters which do not
enter our discussion of N − N¯ and baryogenesis. For T ≥ MS , the decay rate of S is given
by ΓS ∼
T 13
16π9M12
X
where we have set the masses of X, Y and Z particle to be of same order
for simplicity. This decay goes out of equilibrium around T∗ ≃ MX
(
160π9MX
MPℓ
)1/11
. Here
we have assumed that the coupling of the X, Y, Z particles to second and third generation
quarks are of order 0.1-1. This gives T∗ ∼ 0.1 − 0.2MX or in the sub-TeV range. Below
this temperature the decay rate of S falls very rapidly as the temperature cools. However
as soon as T ≤ MS , the decay rate becomes a constant whereas the expansion rate of the
universe is slowing down. So at a temperature Td, S will start to decay at
Td ≃ (
MPℓM
13
S
(2π)9M12X
)1/2 (12)
Since the corresponding epoch must be above that of big bang nucleosynthesis, this puts a
constraint on the parameters of the model. For instance, for MS ∼ 200 GeV and MX ∼ 3
TeV, we get Td ∼ GeV. Also this implies that the X, Y, Z masses cannot be arbitrarily high,
since the heavier these particles are, the lower Td will be. We expect this upper limit to be
in the TeV range at most.
It is well known that baryon asymmetry can arise only via the interference of a tree
diagram with a one loop diagram. The tree diagram is clearly the one where S → 6q.
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There are however two classes of loop diagrams that can contribute: one where the loop
involves the same fields X, Y and Z. A second one involves W-exchange, which involves
only standard model physics at this scale (Fig. 3). We find that the second contribution
can actually dominate. It also has the advantage that it involves less number of arbitrary
parameters. The baryon asymmetry is defined as follows
ǫB ≃
nS
nγ
Γ(S → 6q)− Γ(S → 6q¯)
Γ(S)
(13)
FIG. 3: One loop diagram for S decays.
We find that
ǫB ≃


2α2Im(VtbV
∗
cbh33h
∗
23)
mcm2bmt
M2
W
M2
S
; MS < mt
2α2
msmbm
2
t
M2
W
M2
S
Im[(h33h
∗
32)(V
∗
tbVcb)]; MS > mt
(14)
Note that the trace in the above equation has an imaginary part and therefore leads to
nonzero asymmetry. The magnitude of the asymmetry depends on Td/MS as well as the
detailed profile of the various coupling matrices h, g, f and we can easily get the desired value
of the baryon asymmetry by appropriately choosing them. We have checked that there is no
conflict between the desired magnitude of baryon asymmetry and the present lower bound
on the N − N¯ transition time of 108 sec.
An important point about our baryogenesis mechanism, is that as the masses of the
X, Y, Z particles get larger, the amount of baryon asymmetry goes down for given MS (due
to the dilution factor Td/MS discussed below) as does the strength of the ∆B = 2 transition
giving interesting correlation between the N − N¯ process and baryon asymmetry. In fact an
adequate baryogenesis puts an upper limit on τN−N¯ as discussed below.
Using mc(mc) = 1.27 GeV , mb(mb) = 4.25 GeV , mt = 174 GeV , Vcb ≃ 0.04, MS =
200 GeV and |h33| ≃ |h23|$1 we find ǫB ∼ 10
−8.
There is a further dilution of the baryon asymmetry arising from the fact that Td ≪
MS since the decay of S also releases entropy into the universe. In this case the baryon
asymmetry reads
ηB ≃ ǫB
Td
MS
(15)
In order that this dilution effect is not excessive, there must be a lower limit on the ratio
Td/MS.
From our estimate above we require that Td/MS ≥ 0.01. Since the decay rate of the S
boson depends inversely as a high power of MX,Y , higher X, Y bosons would imply that
ΓS ∼ H is satisfied at a lower temperature and hence give a lower Td/MS. In figure 3 we
plotted MX,Y vs MS using Td ≥ MS/100, and the constraint GNN¯ ≤ 10
−28 GeV −5. The
coupling λ¯4 ≡ λ1h
2
11f11 ∼ λ2hg
2
11 . This in turn implies that the τN−N¯ must have an upper
limit. For instance, for choice of the coupling parameters λ ∼ f ∼ h ∼ g ∼ 10−3, and
MS ≃ 200 GeV we find τN−N¯ ≤ 10
10 sec.
V. CONCLUSION
In conclusion, we have presented a realistic quark-lepton unified model where despite
the high seesaw (vBL) scale (in the range of ∼ 10
12 GeV), the N − N¯ oscillation time can
be around 1010 sec. due to the presence of a new supersymmetric graph and accidental
symmetries of the Higgs potential (also connected to supersymmetry). This oscillation time
is within the reach of possible future experiments. We have also found a new way to generate
the baryon asymmetry of the universe for the case when N − N¯ oscillation is observable.
These results should provide a motivation to conduct a new round of search for N − N¯
oscillation.
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